The results of a full-wave analysis of the performances of ADS-based thinned arrays of wire dipoles are presented. The pattern features of the ADS layouts are numerically evaluated by considering different aperture sizes, lattice spacings, and dipole lengths. The outcomes are that, despite a slight and expected performance worsening, the a-priori PSL bounds deduced for the "ideal" case still provide useful guidelines for the design of ADS thinned layouts featuring real dipole elements.
Introduction
Large arrays with low peak sidelobe levels (PSLs) can be obtained by suitably weighting the signals received/transmitted at each element [1] even though with non-negligible costs, high power consumptions as well as complex feeding networks especially when designing wide architectures [2] . A less expensive and architecturally simpler alternative is represented by thinned arrange-ments [1] where array elements of uniformly-spaced lattices are turned on and off to synthesize desired low-sidelobe patterns [1] . The periodic nature of the arising layouts also enables an easier construction compared to other nonregular arrangements such as aperiodic structures [1] . Also for these reasons, array thinning has been deeply investigated and several methodologies have been proposed ranging from dynamic programming [3] , random approaches [4, 5] , as well as stochastic tools based on genetic algorithms [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , simulated annealing [14] , particle swarm optimizations [15, 16, 17] , and pattern search [18] . Although very effective, these methodologies exhibit some drawbacks either in terms of PSL control (specifically, random layouts) or computational costs (namely, stochastic optimization-based techniques) especially when large layouts are at hand. Therefore, analytical techniques have been studied for efficiently thinning arrays with well-behaved sidelobes whatever the aperture at hand [19, 20] . Firstly, binary sequences derived from difference set (DSs) have been exploited for designing both linear and planar layouts [19, 21] . Such an approach has been successively generalized to deal with a larger set of geometrical configurations thanks to the properties of almost difference set (ADSs) [20, 22] and the existence of suitable ADS construction techniques [23, 24, 25] as well as of sequence repositories [26] . The main advantages coming from analytic designs are (a) the availability of a-priori PSL bounds just knowing the descriptors of the sequences at hand; (b) the numerical efficiency of the synthesis approach; (c) the regular behavior of the arising pattern sidelobes also well below those achievable with cut-andtry random placements [20, 22] . Thanks to these features, ADSs and DSs have been widely applied to thinning and also to deal with other array design problems [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] .
However, to the best of the authors' knowledge and despite their successful exploitations [20, 22] , very few studies have been carried out so far on ADS arrays when composed by non-ideal (i.e., non "point-like isotropic") radiators although this is not a trivial issue or even more an academic exercise. Indeed, the pattern features of such analytically-thinned layouts depend on their three-level autocorrelation [20] , but such a property does not hold true when real elements are at hand because of their non-isotropic nature as well as of the mutual inter-element electrical interactions that take place in real-world architectures.
In this paper, ADS-based arrays of real elements (i.e., wire dipoles) are analyzed by modelling the whole antenna architecture through a commercial method of moments (MoM ) software package FEKO [33] . The results from a set of numerical simulations concerned with different aperture sizes, dipole lengths, and spacings are discussed to assess the reliability of the ADS-based design guidelines deduced in [20] for ideal radiators. The paper is organized as follows. ADS thinning is summarized in Sect. 2, while the numerical results about the radiation characteristics when real dipoles are at hand are presented in Sect. 3. Finally, some conclusions are drawn (Sect. 4).
Mathematical modelling
Starting from a regular N-sized lattice placed along the z axis with elements spaced by d wavelengths, the design of an "ideal" broadside-steered thinned array with a user-defined PSL, 2, can be formulated as follows [6] Thinning Problem: Given N, d, and a number of active elements K (K < N), find W ¼ fwðnÞ 2 f0; 1g, n ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng such that P N n¼1 wðnÞ ¼ K and PSLfWg where
Beam patterns generated in correspondence with the optimal shifts opt and PSLfWg ,
u R being the mainlobe region size defined as in [19, 20] and PPðuÞ is the radiated power pattern [2] PPðuÞ ¼ X where wðnÞ indicates the status of the n-th lattice element [wðnÞ ¼ 0=1 if the n-th element is off/on] and u ¼ sinðÞ.
The Thinning Problem is solved in ADS-based approaches [20] by performing the following iterative procedure: (I ) a suitable ðN; K; Ã; T Þ-ADS, [26] or constructed according to [25] . The cyclic shift index < [20] is set to 0 ( ¼ 0) and the following initialization is assumed: PSL opt ¼ 0 dB and opt ¼ 0; (II) The array weights W q ðNÀ1ÞÃþKÀ1þNÀT are the a-priori known bounds since $ and T derive from the autocorrelation function of the corresponding <-shifted ADS binary sequence equal to [20] 
It is worth pointing out that (6) holds true for any ADS-based ideal arrangement (i.e., with isotropic point-like sources) provided that N is sufficiently large and d < 1 [20] . On the contrary, there is not analytical evidence that it is still valid when real elements are at hand because of the electromagnetic effects caused by the real radiators and since directive element patterns have not been taken into account when deriving (6) [20] . As a matter of fact, mutual real-element interactions cannot be analytically modelled preventing a closed-form extension of (6) . A full-wave analysis of the whole architecture is then mandatory to investigate the pattern features and array performances when dealing with non-ideal ADS layouts. Towards this end, a commercial package based on the MoM is used to numerically model each W with that for the ideal case [Eq. (1)].
Numerical analysis
In the following, massively-thinned ADS arrangements ( ¼ É as a function of < when dealing with arrays of N ¼ 52 elementary radiators [26] . As it can be noticed [ Fig. 1(a) ], the presence of real elements significantly modifies the ideal-ADS PSL behavior as further pointed out by the change of the optimal shift index opt from the "ideal" case to the "real elements" one [ opt ¼ 26 vs. Table I ). Unlike the ideal case, the power pattern radiated by the dipole array turns out to be nonsymmetric [ Fig. 1(c) ] because of the electromagnetic coupling effects among the dipoles displaced in asymmetric fashion according to the originating ADS binary sequence [20] . Similar conclusions hold true when dealing with larger arrangements [e.g., N ¼ 100 - Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) ], as well.
The comparisons among the PSL opt of the "ideal" and the "real" cases for different lattice dimensions, N, (Fig. 2) show that (a) PSL opt and PSL Table I ); (b) although derived in the ideal case, Equation (6) provides reliable guidelines also for the PSL prediction in real arrays in the whole set of analyzed scenarios (Fig. 2) .
The next experiment (Experiment #2) is concerned with lattices with Fig. 3(b) ]. However, the value of PSL MoM opt still lies within the bounds stated in (6) whatever N [N 2 ½52; 400 - Fig. 3(a) ].
In order to further generalize and conform the previous outcomes for wider arrays, the case of an aperture of N ¼ 400 positions has been analyzed more in detail (Experiment #3 -Fig. 4) . As an illustrative result, the PSL plots versus < in correspondence with various dipole lengths l [d ¼ 0:5 - Fig. 4(a) Table II) . Moreover, the optimal pattern is asymmetrical for real layouts [e.g., l ¼ d ¼ 0:5 - Fig. 4(c) ] as for smaller arrays. Although the use of real radiators usually causes a worsening of the PSL opt compared to the ideal case [Tables I-II] , it is also worth highlighting that such a negative effect is actually counter-balanced by an increased directivity defined as 
Conclusions
In this paper, ADS thinned layouts have been investigated by considering real radiators. Towards this end, ADS arrays of wire dipoles have been simulated by means a commercial software package to take into account all the arising electromagnetic interactions. Different element spacings, aperture sizes, and wire lengths have been analyzed to assess the pattern features of ADS-based arrays in non-ideal conditions. The results from such a numerical validation have pointed out that (a) unlike the ideal case, the optimal layout for a given ADS also depends on the length l and inter-element distance d of the dipoles; (b) the optimal PSL values of ADS layouts usually turn out higher when real dipoles are at hand; (c) unlike the ideal isotropic case, optimal ADS patterns are generally asymmetric; (d) the directivity of ADS-based arrays increases if real dipoles are considered whatever d and l; (e) the PSL bounds (6) analytically deduced in [20] for ideal arrays turn out reliable also when considering dipole layouts. Future works will be aimed at considering different elementary radiators as well as at investigating how to explicitly gain from the presence of real elements in synthesizing ADS-based array architectures.
